Coil-on-Plug and Signal Probe

The Pico Coil-on-Plug (COP) and signal probe allows you to pick up ignition patterns from coil-on-plug, single-coil and distributor ignition systems, all without the need for batteries.

Compatible with any Pico Automotive scope, you can also use the COP and signal probe to pick up injector and actuator waveforms on a wide variety of vehicle makes and models.

You can buy the probe on its own or with a special grounded cable. Here are the Pico order codes:

- PP357: Coil-on-plug probe complete with 3 m (10 ft) cable
- TA204: Coil-on-plug probe only
- TA033: 3 m grounded cable for coil-on-plug probe

Safety warnings

**WARNING**
To avoid injury keep the probe away from moving parts, such as the alternator drive belt and cooling fans.

**WARNING**
To prevent electric shock do not use if the probe’s sensor plate’s insulation shows signs of damage.

**CAUTION**
To avoid damage to the probe keep away from hot components such as the exhaust system.

Find out more

There’s more information on this probe and on a wide range of automotive accessories from Pico Technology on our website: www.picoauto.com
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